
Full Itinerary & Trip Details

Cappadoc?a Suv Safar? Tour

Gomeda Valley,Golgoli Hills,Hospital Monastery,Ibrahimpa?a Village
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ITINERARY

Day 1 : CAPPADOCIA SUV SAFARI TOUR

Lunch Included

Our first stop is the majestic vista point overlooking Goreme. From the panoramic view point, we will drive
to Ibrahimpasa village (the Greek name is Babayan). There is a  bridge in the centre that crosses a gorge
which dates back to 1939 but a recent facelift has left it looking brand new. On either side you will see fine
old stone Cappadocian houses with highly decorative facades that rise up amid the newer builds.On the other
side of the village a path winds down to views over a glorious unspoilt valley.
Our next stop will be Pancarl?k Church (Beet Valley). It is a monastic church housed inside a group of rock
cones. The flat ceiling of the church is still completely covered with frescoes in which reds and greens
predominate as is the upper part of the small apse and large parts of the north and south walls. Not far away
is the Sar?ca Church which was only discovered quite recently (it was buried under mounds of earth) and
which has been completely restored. It stands in splendid isolation and is only open from April through to the
end of October.
We will then drive  to Gomeda Valley and explore one of the hidden beauties of Cappadocia. This valley is
known to be the most greenest valley of Cappadocia. We will continue our adventure by driving to Golgoli
hills which has lovely rock formations located next to Damsa Lake. Golgoli is also a famous sky observing
area in the evenings and used by TUBITAK (The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey)
for summer camps.
The last stop will be  Hallacdere monastic complex (also known as Hospital Monastery) 1 km northeast of
Ortahisar, one of the best examples of the courtyard monasteries. It has vestibule, a kitchen, a large tomb
chamber, five rooms of different sizes and a church with an inscribed-cross plan with four columns. The
animal-head decoration on column capitals and the sculpture of a human figure on the wall are unique in
Cappadocia. The ground level inside the complex is more than one meter below that of the courtyard level
because of the silting. After end of the day, our tour ends and we leave our valued guests with sadness.
We hope your tour was a memorable one and we would like to see you in the future in one of our tours again.
Have a nice trip back home and thanks for choosing us.

Includes

Professional English - speaking tour guides
All entrance fees mentioned in the itinerary
Transportation in a fully air - conditioned, non - smoking coach
Guided Cappadocia tours
Pick up from your hotel
Transfer from your hotel
Suv Safari Tour

PRICE STARTING FROM

€ 0 € 0

DURATION

1 days

TOUR ID

23380



Excludes

Insurance: All types
Personal expenses: Lunches, extras at hotel or additional meals
Tipping: Tips for guides and drivers
International Flights and Domestic Flights

Routes

Available On Dates

14 October, 2020 - 31 March, 2022 Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday


